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Virtual villagers origins 2 chapter 1 puzzle 4

Last Update: May 22, 2020 The fourth puzzle in Maya Villagers Origins 2 you need to resolve the requirement that you light the structure like a pot in a statue, find Kraken's eyes, and push two large rocks. Check out our Puzzle 4: Release the Kraken guide to find out how this is done. To complete the
puzzle you need:- 2 adult village builders (trainees, adept, or master)- Level 1 construction (levelling construction once)- Oil- FireTo begins with you having to drag the adults to the Craft Hut and choose 'Oil' which they will then bring to the statue of Kraken. Puzzle 4: KrakenDrag is an adult villager to the
Craft Cottage again and choose a 'fire' so that they use it to light the oil. At this point you need to find the eyes of the Kraken statue, the first points can be found between reeds to the left of the tree on the bottom right of the island. Drag the villagers and they will bring eyes to the statue of Kraken.The
second eye is found under the laboratory and to the right where lava connects with the laboratory. Before you can collect points, you need to send adults to the Craft Cottage to get water to cool it down. Once it has been cooled, you can drag the adult villagers to pick it up and take it to the statue of
Kraken.Assemble the eyes you find into the Kraken statue socket by dragging the adult villagers to the statue of Kraken. When doing so two large miles, in the middle of the island and the lower right of the laboratory will fall. You will now have to drag 2 adult builders of villagers to push the rocks at the
same time so that they fall. When the rocks were pushed over Kraken would appear and you can now go to the 'Puzzle' screen and collect your 3 Lavastones. If you have trouble completing the Original Virtual Village Person 2 Puzzle 4: Release Kraken, or need any answers regarding VVO 2, please
send it in question. Our Virtual Villagers Origin 2 walkthrough straight with our Puzzle 5: Worship Guide.We have enlarged questions and answers to this topic which can also help you: Show all the fourth puzzles in the second chapter of the Original Virtual Village People 2 is Demolition and to solve it you
need to blow up the ruined area where the Crane statue before Check out us : Demolition guide to getting this done. To complete the puzzle you need:- Children villager- Adult Villager- 3 Boom SticksAt area where Kraken statue has been destroyed in Chapter 1 - Puzzles 12: Destroying Kraken will now
have rocks covering it. Drag the children's villagers in a far-left place of the map by tree with a head coat and have them create a hole. Once that has been done have they performed the same ting in place to the right of the far right staircase leading to The Garden. Third and final place residents children
need to make holes at the very top of the map where the forest is now open. Once you have all three holes you need to send adults to the Craft Cottage for 3 wooden crates of boom. Listed below are the ingredients needed to make their boom.- Boom Stick = Boom Powder + Bamboo powder + Boom
Powder = Fine powder + Fine Powder = charcoal + Salt peterOnce boom has been created have village adults take one for each child's village hole created. The boom sticks will blow up the stone where kraken statues previously to reveal moon statues and sunsets, and places for statues. Once this has
happened, you can go to the screen 'Puzzle' and collect 3 Lavastones rewards.We have questions and answers replaced with this topic that can also help you: Show all Thanks for printing this page from www.SuperCheats.com.Remember to return check out this guide update and more content for The
Mayan Villagers 2Required:Completion puzzle 1Level 1 construction technologyLevel 1 craft technology:Drag the villagers to selected craft and oil huts so that they take it to the statue of Kraken. Now drag other villagers to the craft hut and choose fire so they use it to light up oil. You now have to find the
eyes of the Kraken statue. The first eye can be found among the reeds on the left side of the tree on the bottom right of the island. The second eye was found under the laboratory and on the right where the lava connected with the laboratory. Before you can collect points, you need to go to the craft hut to
get water to cool it down. Drag the villagers to the Kraken statue so that they repair the eyes. Once this has been done 2 large miles in the middle of the island will fall. You now need villagers to push rocks at the same time so they fall. Once you have done this Kraken will appear. Anything missing from
this guide? Last Updated on 6 October, 2020 Welcome to Residents of Kampung Maya Origin 2 Puzzles &amp; Solutions, guides with solutions for each puzzle, with the tips, necessities and even the recipes you need You can also check out Craft Recipes or other puzzle guides: Villagers of New Home
Virtual Village &gt; Here The Residents of Kampung May 2 Children Lost &gt; Here Virtua Villagers 3 The Secret City &gt; Here Virtual Villagers 4 The Tree of Life &gt; Here Virtua Villagers 5 New Believe &gt;rs People Maya Origin 2 Puzzles - Chapter 1 Puzzle 1 - Fire Solution : Collect logs (by research
laboratory) &amp; get coconut husk (by coconut trees) &gt; Drop a villager to the fire station &gt; Drag a Villager to Lovesha &gt; Once repaired go to the Puzzle and collect your rewards: 3 Lavastones Puzzles 2 - Set Dock Solution: find 3 pieces of wood (across the island) and fix the dock (south) with
them The Puzzle 3 - Make a Pondok Solution : Find craft huts (west) &gt; Drag people to the whale bones (east of the craft hut) &gt; Bring the bones to the research area &gt; Drag other villagers to the working bench (To get pickaxe) &gt; Remove tree roots &gt; Rebuild craft huts with more Villagers
Needs: Puzzles 1 complete, construction technology 1 as well as craft technology level 1 Solution: Drag the villagers to the craft hut and also choose oil &gt; Drag the villagers to the craft hut and also choose fire &gt; Find 2 points: 1 – the lower right cornes of the island, among the reeds (left of the tree),
and the 2nd – on the right side where the lava connects with the laboratory, but you need water (from the craft hut) to cool it off &gt;Drag a villager to the statue of Kraken &gt; Push both rocks at the same time as Villagers to make them fall puzzle 5 - Ibadah Needs: Puzzles 4 completed solutions: Use the
villagers by rebuilding 4 pedestals. Once 4 pedestals are repaired and by worshipping the villagers, you will complete this puzzle. Tip: You can also use nursing villagers to worship Puzzles 6 – Park Requirements: Master Farmer, Agricultural Technology level 2 as well as craft technology level 1 Solution:
Take the apple seed (under the dead tree next to the craft hut, on the ground), place in the garden and drain water puzzle 7 - Rhubarb Pie Needs: , Level 2 agricultural technology and also craft technology level 2 Solutions : Take 3 seeds (seed bags near a bucket of water, next to the research desk) &gt;
Use 3 fertilizers (craft huts) in the park &gt; Harvest Rhubarb &gt; Make a Pies with dough and rhubarb (table) &gt; &gt; Bake the pie in the oven (bring the villagers to the rocks near the coconut tree) &gt; Eat a few pieces until you complete the puzzle 8 – , Master Gardener, Level 3 construction
technology as well as crafts technology level 3 Solution: Take 12 clay bricks (one at a time) to puzzle 9 clay hut foundation - Cure Requirements: Complete puzzles4 and also craft technology level 1 Solution: 2 adults &amp; children should take a nest (crayfest mouth) &gt; during rain: bring eggs from the
craft hut to the hive, then wait for them to hatch &gt; make a cure: Poison (nest snake) + &gt; Magic brings the cure to the pool puzzle 10 - Water Wheel Requirements: Master Builder Solution: Put a Villager in a pile of wood (north of the river) &gt; central pieces 2 (metal + nucket forge + anvil) &gt;
attaching central pieces to the water wheel &gt; bring the villagers to the water wheel to complete it this, if you want to check it out &gt; Water Wheel Guide Puzzle 11 - Prescribe Statue Requirements: Blue Statue Solution: Get a Blue Diamond: Pour water on fire &gt; Get Ruby: Jumping Potion (near the
tomb) &gt; Build a green statue next to the Neckon bo (needing a chief to draw a plan) &gt; Craft Blue Glass Yellow Statue Solutions: Get 3 pieces of necklasses (daily quests) &gt; Bring gold to anvil &gt; Improve construction skills and draw plans &gt; Yellow glass craft Red Solution : Make some soup
&gt; Build a clothing hut, after the technology upgrade the braid box will appear, then the flowers will pollute, take them to the rocks &gt; Fix the smooth with crabs (catching it with 1 adult &amp; 1 child) &gt; craft craft Glass Puzzle 12 - Destroy Crayon Requirements: Complete Puzzle 11 Solution: Just
bring yellow, blue and even red glass for each statue of the Orang Maya Origin 2 Puzzles – Chapter 2 Of The Original Virtual Village 2 Puzzles &amp; Solution - Puzzle 1 - Residential Cottage Solutions: Get 4 buckets of water &gt; Use Master builders to do using huts (volcanic dumping) &gt; Use master
builders to repair huts &gt; Build residential huts (southeast where Kraken is) The Original Mayan Villager 2 Puzzles &amp; Solution - Puzzle 2 - City Mural Solution Center: Master Builder for ruins (ruins of crane stubble) &gt; Repeat 5 times researcher &gt; Master draws plans &gt; Master Builder to large
rocks (murals) &gt; Red craft, blue and even red paint &gt; Master builder to Craft hut to paint Recipes: Blue paint (blueberry + paste), Green Paint (Moss + Paste), Red Paint (Rose + Paste), Paste (Oil + Dust) Residents of Villages 2 Guesses &amp; Solutions - Puzzles 3 - Scarecrows Solution : Bring
fertilizer to the green pumpkin and wait 2 hours &gt; Make Scythe from the whale bone (Master Builder) &gt; Cut the yellow grass with scythe (parent farmer) &gt; Collect many branches from The Dead Tree (next to the craft hut) &gt; Ikat tongue scare with 2 ropes &gt; Bring the child to the pumpkin &gt;
Put the pumpkin carved on the body of the scarecrows (master builder) Recipes : Rope , Mixed Herbs (Grass + Wheat Grass), Fertilizer (Mixed Herbs + Earth) Residents of Kampung Maya Origin 2 Puzzles &amp; Solution - Puzzle 4 - Demolition Solution: Go where Kraken &gt; Make a hole with a child by
the tree with the head coat (left) &gt; Do the same with the staircase leading to the park (far right) &gt; Same in the Open forest (Far north) &gt; Make the Crate boom stick (craft hub) &gt; Place 1 crate : Boom powder (boom powder + bamboo+ bamboo), boom powder (Fine Powder + sulfur), Fine powder
(charcoal + salt peter) Residents of Kampung Maya Origin 2 Puzzles &amp; Solution - Puzzle 5 - Unwanted Guest Solution: Eat bears with fish pie: Drag the villagers into the water (south coast) and catch a big catch for dough &amp; Get the finished oven (Master Farmer) &gt; give to the bear carefully
The Recipe : Stone (Lava + Water), Flour (Wheat + Stone), Dough (Flour + Water) Residents of Kampung Maya Origin 2 Puzzles &amp; Settlement - Puzzle 6 – Flower Garden Solution: Place the villagers in ruins (where the crane is) to make 4 Make clay pots and plant land &gt; Place each item (4 each)
into the park with the parent farmer. Plant them all but also nourish and water every one 5 times Recipes: Fertilizer (Mixed Herbs + Earth x4), Planting Land (Red Earth + Moss x 4) Villagers of Origin Virtual Village 2 Puzzles &amp; Solutions - Puzzles 7 - Healing Hut: Residents of Maya Village Origin 2
Puzzles &amp;amp; Completion - Puzzle 8 - School Completion: Requires investigation lvl 4 &gt; Design buildings with master scientists. Build with a builder &gt; never built down there master sir Orang Maya Origin 2 Puzzles &amp; Solution - Puzzle 9 - Observation Solution: Residents of The Original
Virtual Village 2 Puzzles &amp; Solutions - Puzzle 10 - Reservoir Solution: You can also check out other Puzzle guides: guide: guide:
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